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1. Gates
2. Book Returns
3. Self Check-outs
4. Software
5. RFID Tags
6. RFID Inventory Wand
7. Conversion Station
8. Workstations
9. Installation
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Request for Quote

1. Gates $19,000
2. Book Return $30,000
3. Self Check-outs $13,530
4. Software $4,000
5. RFID Tags $33,000
6. RFID Inventory Wand $7,500
7. Conversion Station $700
8. Workstations $13,730
9. Installation & Training $12,050
10. Support $3,200 (yr 2)

Total $136,710
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To use the mis-shelved items feature is a multi-step process and dependent on whether your ILS can provide you with a shelf-order list.

The first step in the process would be for you to take an Inventory of the shelf and save it.

Next you would upload that list to your ILS for comparison against what your shelf order is supposed to be. To our understanding, the ILS comparison essentially looks for any items that are out of order within a specified range (because the antenna picks up items as they come into range and not necessarily in perfect order) or items that don't belong on that shelf.

Finally, you would take the list of items generated from that comparison and save it in .txt format as a list of barcodes only with an enter after each barcode and save it on the mini pc for use in the Manual Search Find Mis-Shelved Items. (When you run this search, a dialogue box appears allowing you to browse to where the file is located, as do all of the Manual Search choices.)

I hope these instructions are helpful and clear enough.
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"No question about it, Clement has shown herself again as worthy of our attention." — The Denver Post